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This paper presents a matrix of options for integrating sustainability in management and
business education, and illustrates how the matrix can be used with the example of a
business school in the Northeastern United States, including lessons learned. The matrix
contributes to the literature by including the co-curriculum—in addition to the
curriculum—as an opportunity for integrating sustainability in management and business
education. In addition, it draws from and extends previous empirical and conceptual
research, and addresses the needs and weaknesses stated in earlier literature. The matrix
provides a framework for discussion, as well as a framework for action—since it provides
faculty, staff, and administrators with options for integrating sustainability and includes
advantages, disadvantages, and recommendations for using each option. The matrix is
useful for relative newcomers to sustainability, and can also help those who are
analyzing past successes and failures, as well as those planning future efforts.
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Over the past several years, a number of studies
have been published on how to integrate sustain-
ability in higher education, including studies fo-
cused on business and management education.
Some of the more recent ones include Benn and
Dunphy, 2009; Porter and Cordoba, 2009; Rands,
2009; Roome, 2005; Scott and Gough, 2006; and
Walker, Gough, Bakker, Knight, & McBain, 2009.
In June 2009, the Journal of Management Educa-
tion published a special issue on the topic,
“Greening and Sustainability Across the Man-
agement Curriculum.” One of the summary mes-
sages from contributors— both academics and
practitioners—was the need to integrate sustain-
ability both in management education and
across the business school (Rusinko & Sama,
2009); therefore, that is the focus of this paper.

This paper presents a matrix of options with
respect to how to integrate sustainability in man-
agement and business education. It extends a ma-
trix (Rusinko, 2010), and offers an application that
illustrates how a university in the Northeastern
U.S. is integrating sustainability in management
and business education, including lessons

learned. The matrix presented here contributes to
the literature by addressing the co-curricular—as
well as curricular—opportunities for integrating
sustainability in management and business edu-
cation. It is flexible in that users can move between
and among options, and can implement multiple
options simultaneously. Users—including faculty,
staff, and administrators—can start at whichever
option (or quadrant) is most appropriate for them.

This type of matrix is consistent with recommen-
dations by researchers, such as Lidgren, Hakan,
Huisingh (2006); Sammalisto and Lindhqvist (2008);
Scott and Gough (2006); Rands (2009); and Starik
(2006) in that it adopts a broader focus with respect
to sustainability education; it has the potential to
address dimensions of sustainability beyond that
of the environment—including environmental, so-
cial, and economic/financial; it presents users with
multiple options for integrating sustainability in
management and business education; it educates
students in ways that help them to contribute to
sustainable organizations and societies; and it en-
gages multiple users (faculty, staff, administra-
tors). In addition, the matrix illustrates how sus-
tainability can be integrated across business
disciplines.

The inclusion of both curricular and co-
curricular learning helps business schools to ap-
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proach sustainability as a more holistic issue,
which is the way that sustainability is approached
by effective decision makers in effective organiza-
tions. There is a growing literature on the impor-
tance of both curricular and co-curricular engage-
ment in higher education (e.g., Ahren, 2009; Kuh,
1995). Co-curricular options for sustainability can
allow students the opportunity for additional expe-
riential and applied learning outside the class-
room, as discussed further below.

The inclusion of both curricular and co-
curricular learning helps business
schools to approach sustainability as a
more holistic issue, which is the way that
sustainability is approached by effective
decision makers in effective
organizations.

The matrix allows faculty, staff, and administra-
tors to choose the best options for integrating sus-
tainability into their curricula, relative to their
desired outcomes and resource constraints. In ad-
dition, this type of matrix can provide a framework
for future research on effectiveness of various op-
tions with respect to integrating sustainability in
management and business education. This matrix
does not have course-level content or curricular
outcomes as part of its scope; however, readers can
find a recent discussion in Rands (2009). The pri-
mary focus of this matrix is structural options for
delivery of sustainability in management and
business education; however, the paper does pro-
vide a brief list of current resources to facilitate
integrating sustainability into management and
business education.

While there are multiple definitions of sustain-
ability, here, sustainability will be defined in a
manner consistent with one of the most-cited def-
initions, that of the Brundtland Commission. That
is, sustainability refers to that which “meets the
needs of the present generation without compro-
mising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs” (World Commission on Environ-
ment and Development, 1987: 8). Consistent with
other researchers (e.g., Kagawa, 2007; Venkatara-
man, 2009), sustainability is defined in terms of
three dimensions: environmental, social, and eco-
nomic/financial. Examples of environmental sus-
tainability include efforts to conserve and reuse.
Examples of social sustainability include efforts to
promote equity, diversity, and social justice. Exam-
ples of economic sustainability include efforts to
reduce poverty and promote fair trade and sur-

vival. There is overlap between and among these
dimensions of sustainability (e.g., Scott & Gough,
2006). According to the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO;
2004), sustainability education must address all
three dimensions—social, environmental, and eco-
nomic—because this allows all people to develop
the necessary skills, knowledge, and perspectives
to make decisions to improve quality of life at all
levels.

Examples of environmental sustainability
include efforts to conserve and reuse.
Examples of social sustainability include
efforts to promote equity, diversity, and
social justice. Examples of economic
sustainability include efforts to reduce
poverty and promote fair trade and
survival.

While there may be some variation, the term,
co-curricular is generally defined to mean comple-
mentary to, but outside of the curriculum; there-
fore, it will be defined that way here. Ahren (2009)
defines co-curricular engagement to include a va-
riety of student activities outside of the classroom,
such as community service groups, student gov-
ernment, honor societies, athletics, and fraterni-
ties. Since service learning can refer to both aca-
demic service learning based in coursework (e.g.,
Rands, 2009) and co-curricular service learning
outside of the curriculum (e.g., Keen & Hall, 2009),
the distinction will be made between the two types
as they are discussed.

Background and Literature

This paper contributes to the literature by reflect-
ing and extending previous studies and perspec-
tives with respect to how to integrate sustain-
ability in management, business, and higher
education, including Lidgren et al. (2006); Lozano
(2006); Rands (2009); Roome (2005); Rusinko (2010);
Rusinko and Sama (2009); Sammalisto and
Lindhqvist (2008); Scott and Gough (2006); and
Starik (2006). These researchers provided the con-
text and constraints that informed the develop-
ment of the matrix presented here.

For example, Sammalisto and Lindhqvist (2008)
emphasized the need for a broader, more flexible
approach to sustainability in higher education.
Scott and Gough (2006) suggested that the dimen-
sions of sustainable development (e.g., environ-
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mental, social, and economic) should be addressed
simultaneously, and not separately—and likewise
for teaching sustainability. Lidgren et al. (2006) and
Scott and Gough (2006) addressed the need for in-
stitutions to think strategically—that is, with re-
spect to goals and resource constraints—when in-
tegrating sustainability into higher education.
Lozano (2006) recommended an incremental ap-
proach with respect to sustainability in higher ed-
ucation, whereby small groups can start out, and if
successful, can expand. Roome (2005) addressed
the need to include multiple academic stakehold-
ers, and stakeholders outside of the academic en-
vironment. Rands (2009) stressed the need to edu-
cate students in ways that will help them to
contribute to sustainable organizations and soci-
eties. Starik (2006) pointed out the importance of
engaging multiple users of our academic and ped-
agogical research on sustainability; the multiple
users of the matrix presented here include faculty,
staff, and administrators. Rusinko and Sama (2009)
reported that sustainability in management edu-
cation should be addressed both in the discipline,
and across the business school. Likewise, Shriberg
(2002) advocated for integrating sustainability
within and across disciplines, and Steketee (2009)
expressed the need for a broader based approach
to integrating sustainability in management edu-
cation—that is, beyond the management disci-
pline and into the broader business curriculum.

This paper addresses the concerns and limita-
tions articulated by the researchers above, and
extends and applies a generic matrix (Rusinko,
2010) with respect to integrating sustainability in
management and business education, including
an example of one university in the Northeastern
United States and the lessons learned from their
experiences.

The matrix presented here contributes to the lit-
erature by including the co-curriculum—as well as
the curriculum—in terms of opportunities for inte-
grating sustainability in management and busi-
ness in higher education. Researchers including
Kuh (1995) and Ahren (2009) are part of a growing
body of scholars who advocate the importance of
both curricular and co-curricular engagement to
help students develop vital personal and leader-
ship skills. The matrix developed here also helps
faculty, staff, and administrators in management
and business education determine and choose the
best options for their organizations and situations,
and hence, make more effective decisions about
integrating sustainability.

Additional links to research are established be-
low, where the matrix and how it can be used is
explained. The focus of this paper is on student-

centered teaching and learning about sustainabil-
ity in management and business education; there-
fore, greening and sustainability in campus
operations is addressed within the context of cur-
ricular or co-curricular opportunities for students.

A Matrix of Options for Integrating Sustainability
in Management and Business Education

To effectively integrate sustainability in manage-
ment and business education, it is necessary to
address how it should be implemented or deliv-
ered, that is, through already existing structures,
or by creating new structures (e.g., Sammalisto &
Lindhqvist, 2008). For example, sustainability can
be integrated into management and business
school curricula through an already existing struc-
ture such as a course—as a new topic, case, or
module. Likewise, sustainability can be integrated
by creating a new structure, such as a new course,
major, minor, or program. Currently, there is de-
bate over whether sustainability should be inte-
grated into existing courses or taught as stand-
alone courses (e.g., Christensen, Peirce, Hartman,
Hoffman, & Carrier, 2007; Tilbury, Crawley, & Berry,
2004).

It is also necessary to address the focus for inte-
grating sustainability in management and busi-
ness education (e.g., Lozano, 2006). That is, sustain-
ability can be integrated through a narrower or
discipline-specific focus (e.g., within the manage-
ment discipline), or with a broader or more cross-
disciplinary focus (e.g., across the business
school). Advantages and disadvantages of these
approaches—as well as examples—are discussed
below.

In addition, a growing body of literature in
higher education (e.g., Ahren, 2009; Kuh, 1995)
points to the importance of both curricular and
co-curricular engagement to help students develop
skills that are desirable outcomes for college grad-
uates. According to Kuh (1995), co-curricular en-
gagement helps students develop self-awareness,
autonomy, self-worth, altruism, reflective thought,
interpersonal skills, and decision-making skills. In
an earlier study, Moffat (1988) reported that activi-
ties outside the classroom constituted the most
significant part of the educational experience for
about 40% of college students. Therefore, this ma-
trix includes both curricular and co-curricular op-
tions with respect to integrating sustainability in
management and business education.

The matrix of options for integrating sustainabil-
ity in business and management education is ex-
plained below and illustrated in Figure 1. Table 1
summarizes the major advantages, disadvantages,
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and circumstances under which to use each
quadrant.

The upper left quadrant, or Quadrant I, repre-
sents integration of sustainability within existing
structures and through a narrower, more discipline-
specific focus. An example would be integrating
sustainability into an already existing course in
management as a new topic, case, module, or ser-
vice learning project. First movers or individual

faculty champions might start in Quadrant I, or
committed administrators may solicit faculty mem-
bers to integrate sustainability into an existing
course. In addition to approaching sustainability
as a new topic, case, or module, it can be inte-
grated into an existing course with the use of guest
speakers, field or site visits, or student–client team
projects. With respect to Quadrant I, sustainability
is presented in a way that is consistent with the

TABLE 1
Major Advantages, Disadvantages, and Uses for Matrix Options to Integrate Sustainability in

Management & Business Education

Option Major Advantages Major Disadvantages When to Use

I. Easy to implement; Little need for
admin. support; Minimal
resource demands

Limited, non-uniform integration
of sustain.

With motivated faculty & limited
resources; As an introductory/trial
approach to sustain.

II. Sustain. has independent identity
within discipline(s); More
standardized approach to
sustain. within discipline(s)

Greater resource demands than I;
Greater need for admin.
support than I; May isolate
sustain.

With greater resource commitment; To
distinguish discipline with respect
to sustain.

III. Sustain. is cross-disciplinary
within existing courses; Large
number of students exposed to
sustain.

Demands significant cross-
disciplinary resources and
admin. support

When sustain. is a priority across
disciplines

IV. Sustain. has independent identity
across disciplines; Large
number of students exposed to
sustain.

Greatest demands on resources
and admin. support

When sustain. across the business
school is a strategic goal

Co-Curricular
Options

Sustain. exposure beyond the
curriculum; Encourages student-
initiated sustain.

Additional resource demands To complement/support curricular
sustain; To increase student
engagement in sustain.

Source: Adapted and extended from Rusinko (2010).

Focus Delivery

 Existing Structures  New Structures    
Narrow          
(Discipline- 
Specific) 
Curricular 

Co- 
Curricular           
Options 

Broad 
(Cross- 
Disciplinary) 
Curricular 

I.      II. 
Integrate into existing   Create new discipline-    
course(s)    specific sustainability   
      course(s) 

Service learning, Competitions, Common experiences,  
Clubs, Activities, Committees

III.     IV. 
Integrate into common  Create new, cross-   
core requirements   disciplinary     
     sustainability course(s),   
     minor(s),   
     major(s), program (s)  

FIGURE 1
Matrix to Integrate Sustainability in Management and Business Education (Curricular & Co-Curricular
Learning). Source: Adapted and extended from Rusinko (2010).
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course description, content, and outcomes. For ex-
ample, a case on how a company transforms their
supply chain in order to source and use fair trade
resources may be adopted in an operations man-
agement course. Depending upon the amount of
time available for the topic of sustainability, this
case can replace a more traditional (nonsustain-
ability-focused) case on supply chain manage-
ment, or be adopted as an additional case. Such a
case has the potential to illustrate practices and
outcomes that are consistent with all three dimen-
sions of sustainability throughout the supply
chain—environmental, social, and economic/
financial—while remaining consistent with the
course description, content, and outcomes.

A major advantage to an option in Quadrant I is
that it does not require a great deal of review,
coordination, or support beyond that of the in-
volved faculty member(s), and resource demands
are relatively modest. A disadvantage is that the
application is limited to the involved faculty mem-
ber(s) and a portion of their particular course(s)/
section(s). However, given faculty and administra-
tive support, it may be possible to integrate
sustainability into all sections of a particular man-
agement course—and it may be possible to inte-
grate sustainability into multiple existing man-
agement courses within a program, as was the
case with the MBA program at the University of
Technology in Sydney, Australia (Benn & Dunphy,
2009).

The upper right quadrant, or Quadrant II, repre-
sents integration of sustainability through a nar-
rower, more discipline-specific focus, but through
creating a new structure. An example of this would
be development of a stand-alone course on sus-
tainability in the management discipline, such as
Managing Sustainable Organizations. A stand-
alone course would allow more time and opportu-
nity to develop the relationships between sustain-
ability and the discipline, and more time to
illustrate the three dimensions of sustainability.

The advantage of this approach is that sustain-
ability has its own identity, and its own separate
course(s) within the management discipline. In the
event that one or more of the courses are required,
sustainability will be integrated uniformly within
the discipline. The major disadvantage of this ap-
proach is that it demands significant time, re-
sources, and cooperation by faculty and adminis-
trators throughout the discipline and school, and
at higher levels in the university. In addition, this
approach can isolate sustainability, particularly in
the case of stand-alone electives. According to
Shriberg (2002), sustainability electives are neces-
sary; however, sustainability education needs to

be incorporated into the core curricula and
courses.

This option would be adopted by users with
some time, resources, and commitment to integrate
sustainability in management education; these us-
ers would include faculty and administrators
within the discipline and at higher levels of the
university. Users who want to establish a distinc-
tive competence with respect to sustainability in a
discipline (e.g., management) would adopt this op-
tion. Table 1 summarizes the major advantages,
disadvantages, and circumstances under which to
use each option or quadrant.

The lower left quadrant, or Quadrant III, re-
presents integration of sustainability within exist-
ing structures, but through a broader, cross-
disciplinary focus within the business curriculum.
Users who adopt this option might integrate sus-
tainability into the existing business core. This
could be done through introduction of sustainabil-
ity as a topic, or through cases, modules, or service-
learning components in the courses. For example,
the Principles of Marketing course—required for
all students as part of the core—might explore the
topic of sustainable marketing, including environ-
mental, social, and financial dimensions. Or, both
the principles of marketing and principles of man-
agement courses—both required as part of the
core—might integrate sustainability into their
curricula.

The advantage of this option is that sustainabil-
ity is integrated across multiple disciplines within
business, or across the entire business curriculum,
and a larger number (or all students) are exposed
to sustainability. The major disadvantage is that it
demands a schoolwide commitment with respect
to time, resources, and support. This option would
be adopted by a business school for which inte-
grating sustainability across the curriculum is a
priority.

The lower right quadrant, or Quadrant IV, repre-
sents integration of sustainability through new
structures, but with a broader, cross-disciplinary
focus. An illustration of this type of decision is
creation of a new, cross-disciplinary introductory
or capstone course in sustainability that is re-
quired for all business students. Quadrant IV can
also be pursued through development of cross-
disciplinary or transdisciplinary sustainability
programs, majors, or minors within the business
school. While a cross-disciplinary perspective in-
volves two or more disciplines, a transdisciplinary
perspective involves moving beyond academic
disciplines to include stakeholders such as orga-
nizations, customers, and citizens (e.g., Lozano,
2006). Therefore, a transdisciplinary approach can
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include a sustainability-oriented service-learning
project with the larger (nonuniversity) community,
as part of a newly developed, cross-disciplinary
course requirement that is an introduction to
sustainability.

The advantage of this option is that sustainabil-
ity is integrated across two or more business dis-
ciplines and can also include nonacademic stake-
holders. The disadvantage is that this option
makes the greatest demands on resources and co-
ordination, both throughout and beyond the busi-
ness school. This option would be adopted by a
business school for which integrating sustainabil-
ity across the curriculum is a strategic goal.

The above examples for each quadrant in the
matrix provide some suggestions, but are not ex-
haustive. In all quadrants, in addition to—or as a
component of—the examples provided, methodol-
ogies including guest speakers, site or field visits,
or student–client team projects can be used to fa-
cilitate integration of sustainability in manage-
ment and business education. The Internet and
other electronic tools are also good resources for
bringing sustainability into the classroom. Skype
and video conferencing are truly sustainable ways
to introduce students to experts in sustainability
from all sectors, since neither experts nor students
must travel in order to be together. Similarly, You-
Tube requires only Internet access and offers a
rapidly growing variety of presentations on sus-
tainability that can be used in or out of the class-
room; instructors can quickly and easily search
“sustainability,” or search by individual or com-
pany name. For example, a series of interviews
with Ray Anderson, longtime sustainability cham-
pion and founder and chairman of Interface, Inc.,
offers his perspectives on the business case for
sustainability. Additionally, YouTube is an inter-
active media with great appeal to millennial stu-
dents, since they can create and upload their own
videos on sustainability issues for class projects.
Table 2 provides a sample of some resources for
integrating sustainability in management and
business education. Due to the large and rapidly
growing number of sustainability resources avail-
able, this list is intended as a starting point.

Co-curricular options to integrate sustainability
in management and business education are pur-
posely superimposed over the center of the matrix
in Figure 1. They exist independently of the four
quadrants, since they are outside of curricula.
They can have a narrow (e.g., management) or
broad (e.g., business school/university) focus, and
they can be delivered by way of existing or new
co-curricular structures. (Hence, the co-curricular
options are printed across both columns of the

matrix, with arrows pointing to both rows of the
matrix.) For example, an existing student Manage-
ment Club can add a Sustainability Committee, or
students can choose to form a new Sustainable
Management Club. Likewise, a fund-raising com-
petition by management students can add environ-
mental causes as beneficiaries, or students can
choose to start a fund-raising competition for green
causes. The co-curricular mechanisms to integrate
sustainability can be used alone (without curricu-
lar options), or together with any or all of the four
curricular quadrants or options. For example, stu-
dents can form a Sustainable Management Club
independently, or as part of a project for their class
in Managing Sustainable Organizations.

The higher education literature (e.g., Ahren, 2009;
Kuh, 1995) reports the integral role of co-curricular
activities (along with curricular activities) in stu-
dents’ college experience and outcomes. In Figure
1, co-curricular options both support and are sup-
ported by the four curricular options or quadrants.
For example, co-curricular and sustainability-
oriented service-learning projects can complement
and support sustainability in curricula with either
a narrow or broad focus—regardless of whether
they are delivered by way of existing or new struc-
tures—by reinforcing curricular sustainability ed-
ucation and allowing students an additional
venue for application and experiential learning.
Correspondingly, sustainability education in the
curricula—as defined by any or all of the four
quadrants in Figure 1—can complement and sup-
port co-curricular activities in sustainability by
providing academic frameworks or theories to un-
derpin co-curricular learning.

For example, a stand-alone course on sustain-
able entrepreneurship can use more traditional
means, such as cases, readings, and theoretical
frameworks to enhance students’ ability to think
entrepreneurially about sustainable businesses
and organizations. However, such a course can
also participate in a co-curricular activity, such as
helping to plan, set up, and run a small, sustain-
able business on campus (e.g., to help the campus
community to recycle clothing and accessories) as
an experiential learning opportunity to help stu-
dents to learn to think entrepreneurially about sus-
tainable businesses and organizations. The first
few sections of students to take the course could
participate in planning and setting up the busi-
ness, and future sections could participate in
maintaining and running the business. The busi-
ness would be a co-curricular activity since it
would operate independently of the course and
curriculum. Theoretical frameworks learned in
class would help students as they plan, develop,
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and grow the business, while the business itself
would provide a learning lab for students to test
and refine the theories and frameworks learned in
class. Hence, both curricular and co-curricular in-
itiatives can work together in complementary
ways to integrate sustainability into management
and business education.

Since co-curricular activities can be student (or
Student Activities) directed, the co-curricular op-
tions may allow student-initiated participation in
sustainability, so that students can be added to the
traditional list of decision makers—faculty, staff,

and administrators—with respect to sustainability
in higher education. Hence, advantages of co-
curricular options include the potential for student-
originated initiatives and practices, and exposure
to sustainability beyond the curricula. Disadvan-
tages include additional resource demands. There-
fore, co-curricular options can be used as a com-
plement and support to sustainability in the
curriculum, and to increase the potential for stu-
dent engagement.

All parts of Figure 1 (the curricular and co-
curricular options) are flexible in that users can

TABLE 2
Sample Resources to Help Integrate Sustainability Into Management & Business Education

A Few Recent Books
Hamschmidt, J., Ed., Case Studies in Sustainability Management and

Strategy: The Oikos Collection, Greenleaf Publishing, Ltd., 2007.
Can be adapted for grad. or undergrad. use.

Russo, M.V., Environmental Management: Readings & Cases, Sage
Publishing, Inc., 2008.

Can be adapted for grad. or undergrad. use.

Sharma, S., Starik, M., Husted, B., Eds., Organizations and the
Sustainability Mosaic: Crafting Long-Term Ecological & Societal
Solutions, Edward Elgar Publishing, 2007.

Grad. or upper-level undergrad. use.

Wustenhagen, R., Sharma, S., and Starik, M., Eds., Sustainable
Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Edward Elgar Publishing, 2008.

Grad. or upper-level undergrad.use.

Additional Sources for Cases & Teaching Materials
AoM, Organizations and the Natural Environment (ONE) website–a

large and growing number of cases, syllabi, links to multimedia and
other sites, ideas for assignments, and other teaching resources for
sustainability in management and business.

http://one.aomonline.org (click on teaching resources)

Case Place (USA) for free cases, syllabi, and other teaching materials
on business and sustainability—run by the Aspen Institute.

http://www.caseplace.org

European Case Clearing House (ECCH) does not focus explicitly on
sustainability topics, but collection includes some such cases.

http://www.ecch.com

ICFAI Center for Management Research (India) holds Asia’s largest
on-line collection of management cases—many deal with corporate
responsibility issues, but majority do not have explicit sustainability
focus.

http://icmr.icfai.org

Additional Websites with Sustainability Information
GreenBiz website is a source for green and sustainability news,

worldwide—including careers and newsletter. Part of Green World
Media.

http://www.greenbiz.com

YouTube website for videos on sustainability in management and
business—do keyword search (e.g., “sustainability and
management,” or “Ray Anderson and sustainability”). Students can
also make and upload videos on sustainability for class projects.

http://www.youtube.com

Recent Journal Special Issues
Journal of Management Education, Special Issue, “Greening and

Sustainability Across the Management Curriculum,” June 2009, 33(3).
Articles cover multiple levels, including “how-to’s” at individual
course levels and frameworks for integrating sustainability across
courses and programs.

For an earlier perspective on integrating environmental sustainability
in management education: Journal of Management Education,
Special Issue on, “Teaching About the Natural Environment in
Management Education,” April 2003, 27(2).

Note: While course content is not the major focus here, this table provides a small sample of a large and rapidly growing body of
materials for use in the classroom—these are more recent materials and are intended as a starting point. Of course, a stand-alone
course on sustainability in management or business would require use of a larger set of materials, and integrating sustainability into
an existing course would demand use of a smaller set of materials. Above comments on grad./undergrad. suitability are subjective,
and selection of materials is ultimately the decision of the instructor(s).
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move from one option to another, and can select
one or multiple options with respect to integrating
sustainability in management and business edu-
cation. In addition, users can start at whichever
option is most appropriate for them with respect to
integrating sustainability into their curricula or
co-curricula—or they can use more than one option
simultaneously. It is not inconceivable that the
choice of options can move backward—for exam-
ple from Quadrants III and IV to Quadrants I and
II—depending upon resources and strategic focus
with respect to sustainability, or effectiveness of
particular options in business school and univer-
sity environments.

In general, the greater the commitment to inte-
grate sustainability into the curricula—in terms of
more or new structures, and broader focus—the
greater is the need for faculty resources and train-
ing in sustainability, as well as rewards for engag-
ing in sustainability education and research. The
same relationship holds with respect to integrat-
ing sustainability in the co-curriculum. According
to Beringer, Wright, and Malone (2008), the lack of
such rewards is well-known for sustainability in
the curriculum, and is often cited by faculty as a
reason for lack of commitment to sustainability, in
favor of more traditional disciplines that carry a
higher probability of promotion, tenure, and other
rewards.

[T]he greater the commitment to
integrate sustainability into the
curricula—in terms of more or new
structures, and broader focus—the
greater is the need for faculty resources
and training in sustainability, as well as
rewards for engaging in sustainability
education and research.

The next section applies the matrix to illustrate a
specific example of how a university in the North-
eastern United States is integrating sustainability
in the management and business curriculum, and
co-curriculum.

Example: Integrating Sustainability in
Management and Business Education at a
University in the Northeastern United States

In 2009, a private university in the Northeastern
United States formally announced that leadership
in sustainability education was one of its strategic
goals. This goal is being realized through a mul-

tidisciplinary, campuswide strategy—including
both curricular and co-curricular options—with re-
spect to sustainability education. The university
enrolls approximately 3200 students in over 50 ac-
ademic programs within six schools; about 85% are
undergraduates. Currently, faculty with teaching
and research interests in sustainability are distrib-
uted across all six schools. However, this example
focuses on sustainability in management and in
the School of Business Administration (SBA), which
houses the management area.

The School of Business Administration (SBA) has
about 700 full-time undergraduate students, and
about 150 matriculating graduate students. Figure
2 illustrates the SBA’s approach in terms of the
matrix introduced in Figure 1.

Sustainability was introduced into SBA several
years ago—before the university-level commit-
ment—as a grassroots effort by SBA faculty with
teaching and research interests in sustainability.
With respect to the matrix, the initiative to inte-
grate sustainability started in Quadrants I, II,
and IV relatively simultaneously. With respect to
Quadrant I, one faculty member has been integrat-
ing sustainability into the MBA core course in man-
agement since at least 2007. The course is titled,
Management in a Global Environment, and sus-
tainability is addressed as a vital issue in global
management. For one major assignment, students
develop original, research-based cases on sustain-
ability at company and industry levels, and from
the perspectives of environmental, social, and eco-
nomic/financial—or triple bottom-line—practices,
outcomes, and recommendations. Students present
findings in both written and oral case formats.
Additional sustainability-oriented teaching meth-
odologies and tools include published cases, guest
speakers (live and via Skype), CDs/videos, and
YouTube presentations on sustainability in di-
verse environments and from diverse perspectives.

With respect to Quadrant IV, an undergraduate
minor in sustainable business was developed and
proposed several years ago, when one interested
faculty member invited other faculty members to
participate in the task. The proposal included
three SBA undergraduate, stand-alone courses:
Economics of Sustainability, Managing Sustain-
able Organizations (a management course), and
Sustainable Marketing. For the fourth course in the
minor, students would take one additional upper-
level course in sustainability from outside of SBA.
While the proposal was approved unanimously by
the SBA faculty, and by SBA and University Cur-
riculum Committees, it was not supported by Uni-
versity administration; the reason for lack of sup-
port was unclear. Since the minor was originally
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proposed, University administration has changed,
and the current administration strongly supports
sustainability in the curriculum, so discussions are
underway to reintroduce the minor in sustainable
business.

With respect to Quadrant II, two courses pro-
posed in the sustainable business minor are being
developed as stand-alone courses: Managing Sus-
tainable Organizations and Economics of Sustain-
ability. Both are listed as upper-level electives in
SBA, and are also requirements for the B.S. in en-
vironmental sustainability in the School of Liberal
Arts. Both courses are being developed and will be
taught by SBA faculty members with research or
teaching interests in sustainability. These faculty
members received small stipends for course devel-
opment. In Managing Sustainable Organizations,
a case approach (students read and analyze pub-
lished cases) will be combined with a student–
client project, in which student teams perform a
real-time analysis of environmentally, socially,
and economically/financially sustainable prac-
tices at a field site, including recommendations.

As momentum grows—and especially since the
University made a commitment to becoming a leader
in sustainability education—cross-disciplinary ap-
proaches to sustainability are being addressed. As
stated above, discussions are underway to re-
introduce the minor in sustainable business. In
addition, with respect to Quadrant III, a pilot is
being developed to integrate sustainability into
the business core. For now, four faculty members

who are enthusiastic about teaching or research in
sustainability are participants in this pilot, and
currently, this effort is not compensated. The core
courses included in the pilot represent those
taught by the four participating faculty members:
Management Principles, Marketing Principles,
Microeconomics, and Operations Management.
These four courses are also distributed so that
students take one during each of their 4 years:
Marketing Principles in freshman year; Microeco-
nomics in sophomore year; Management Princi-
ples in junior year; and Operations Management
in senior year.

While plans are still underway at this time, each
of the four instructors will address environmental,
social, and economic/financial sustainability in
their sections of the core courses. For example, in
Management Principles, the three dimensions of
sustainability will be explained and discussed
when social responsibility is covered. For one
course assignment, student teams are assigned
companies to research with respect to environmen-
tally, socially, and economically/financially sus-
tainable practices (or lack thereof); results are pre-
sented as team presentations. This assignment
helps students to understand the relationship be-
tween social responsibility and sustainable
practices.

If the pilot (scheduled for 2011) is successful,
original faculty participants will invite other fac-
ulty members who teach in the business core to
integrate sustainability into their course sections.

Focus Delivery

 Existing Structures  New Structures    
Narrow          
(Discipline- 
Specific)
Curricular 

Co-
Curricular           
Options

Broad
(Cross-
Disciplinary) 
Curricular 

I.      II. 
Integrated in existing   Developed new undergrad    
MBA management     course, Managing Sustainable 
course      Organizations 

Sustainability club; First year experience;  
Fashion show; U-level service day; 
U-level committee; service learning 

III.     IV. 
Pilot to integrate     Proposed minor in 
sustainability in    Sustainable   
business core    Business  

FIGURE 2
Matrix to Illustrate Integrating Sustainability in Management and Business Education at a Northeastern
U.S. University (Curricular & Co-Curricular Learning). Source: Adapted and extended from Rusinko (2010).
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Original faculty participants will act as facilitators
for other interested faculty (e.g., through meetings
and conversations to learn whether/which sustain-
ability issues are already being addressed; by
helping faculty to choose materials and methodol-
ogies that are consistent with their teaching phi-
losophies, etc.). It is important to ensure that all
participating faculty members are comfortable
with their sustainability materials and methodol-
ogies, and that materials and methodologies are
consistent with pedagogical styles of each faculty
member. According to Benn and Dunphy (2009), this
is critical in order to gain buy-in and continued
participation.

Sustainability is also part of the co-curriculum in
SBA. Like their curricular counterparts, co-
curricular activities evolved as both discipline-
specific and cross-disciplinary approaches that
are delivered by way of existing and new struc-
tures. In more narrowly focused individual disci-
plines, existing student clubs and activities partic-
ipate in projects to promote sustainability at the
business school and beyond. For example, the stu-
dent organizations for fashion merchandising ma-
jors have sponsored and cosponsored green/eco-
fashion-oriented speakers and activities (fashion
merchandising is a major in SBA). New co-
curricular structures with a broader, SBA-wide fo-
cus include plans for a student-run business to
allow university community members the opportu-
nity to recycle clothing and accessories.

Perhaps partly because the university is a
smaller institution, and perhaps partly because
sustainability lends itself to multidisciplinary ac-
tivity, most co-curricular activities that have a sus-
tainability focus tend to include business and non-
business students. For example, in spring 2008,
marketing and fashion merchandising majors in
SBA participated in staging the annual student-
run fashion show with the theme, “Eco-Fashion,”
along with nonbusiness majors in fashion design,
industrial design, and architecture. Likewise, the
book all freshman students read for the university-
wide freshman year experience in 2009–2010 was
Cradle to Cradle by William McDonough. Corre-
spondingly, Student Activities sponsored panel
discussions and guest speakers on sustainability
throughout the 2009–2010 academic year, including
a panel discussion co-sponsored by SBA and
School of Liberal Arts.

In terms of more broadly focused and newer co-
curricular activities, in September 2008, the univer-
sity held its First Annual University-Wide Day of
Service. Classes were suspended so that teams of
students, faculty, and staff could participate in ser-
vice projects—organized by faculty, staff, and stu-

dents—throughout the local area. Environmental,
social, and economic/financial dimensions of sus-
tainability were addressed with Service Day
projects that included improving and cleaning up
parks, schools, and recreation areas, as well as
speaking in elementary and high schools, and de-
signing and making products for the physically
challenged. Subsequently, the Second Annual
University-Wide Day of Service was held in Sep-
tember 2009 and included a larger number of
projects that were similar in scope to those in 2008,
and plans are underway for September 2010. The
university also belongs to Association for the Ad-
vancement of Sustainability in Higher Education
(AASHE), hosts an active chapter of Student Orga-
nization for Sustainable Action (SOSA), and has a
University Sustainability Committee comprised of
students, faculty, staff, and administrators. Both
SOSA and the University Sustainability Commit-
tee are involved in campus greening activities.
Some examples include working with Dining Ser-
vices to purchase and serve more locally grown
foods on campus, and working with Physical Plant
to purchase more resource-efficient washers, dry-
ers, and other appliances for the campus.

Lessons Learned

While integration of sustainability in management
and business education is still in process at the
university in the example above, and quantitative
results are not yet available, some qualitative
findings are offered in the spirit of lessons learned.
Although these findings are based on one univer-
sity, they are consistent with other research find-
ings on sustainability in higher education, as in-
dicated in the discussion below. First of all, efforts
to integrate sustainability in management and
business education at this university required en-
thusiastic support, and the more far-reaching the
effort, the greater the need for far-reaching sup-
port. One enthusiastic faculty member may be
able to integrate sustainability in an existing
course, particularly if it is the course that they
teach. However, to develop a stand-alone course in
sustainability (e.g., Managing Sustainable Orga-
nizations), requires support at several levels. Fur-
thermore, to develop a minor (e.g., in sustainable
business) or integrate sustainability in several
core courses requires the support of several enthu-
siastic faculty members in the school, as well as
support at the department, school, and university
levels.

In this example, once a university-level commit-
ment was made with respect to sustainability ed-
ucation, there was more administrative support for
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integrating sustainability in the curriculum and
co-curriculum at all levels, including discussions
about reintroducing a minor in sustainable busi-
ness that had not been supported at the university
level a few years earlier. This finding is consistent
with Benn and Dunphy’s (2009) experience with
integrating sustainability across Australian busi-
ness schools, and is also echoed by Bradfield’s
(2009) observation that a management structure
can make or break an effective sustainability
program.

In addition to top-level support, faculty support
for sustainability in business and management ed-
ucation is also necessary. Faculty champions who
are interested in integrating sustainability not
only act as pioneers in terms of introducing sus-
tainability into their classrooms, but also can work
with other faculty members in their disciplines to
facilitate wider dissemination of sustainability
across the curriculum. In SBA, faculty champions
were able to interest other colleagues in integrat-
ing sustainability into their courses because they
had positive working relationships with those col-
leagues. Similarly, faculty support and good work-
ing relationships were keys to success in dissem-
inating sustainability across the curriculum in
major Australian business schools (Benn & Dun-
phy, 2009). Also important is that thus far in SBA,
individual faculty members or small groups with
positive working relationships have been respon-
sible for integrating sustainability in management
and business education. According to Thompson
and Purdy (2009), this approach to curricular inno-
vation may lead to quicker and less controversial
outcomes.

Likewise, a small group of faculty in SBA (four
members) has been developing a pilot to integrate
sustainability into their core courses with little or
no compensation or support, because they are in-
terested in the area. However, in the event of a
ramp-up, incentives and resources for both cham-
pions and new adopters will facilitate the process
(e.g., Beringer et al., 2008). In addition to internal
resources, Steketee (2009) reported that external
funding was vital to effective program develop-
ment on a larger scale.

Another lesson learned is that integrating sus-
tainability into both the curriculum and co-
curriculum can be complementary. That is, the
co-curriculum can provide opportunities for
classroom projects (e.g., students from a manage-
ment class provide consultation to a student-run
clothing recycling business), as well as provide
additional opportunities for student engagement
in sustainability. Likewise, the curriculum can pro-
vide the theoretical frameworks and underpin-

nings for more effective co-curricular endeavors
(e.g., the theory-based consultation provided by
management students to a student-run clothing
recycling business). In addition, addressing
sustainability in terms of curriculum and co-
curriculum allows students to interact with a
larger and more diverse set of stakeholders, gain a
better perspective on the role of sustainability in
society, and be better prepared to address sustain-
ability as members of organizations and society.

In general, students have embraced sustainabil-
ity. Informal feedback has been positive, with stu-
dents inquiring about and requesting additional
opportunities to address sustainability issues in
the curriculum and co-curriculum. More formal
feedback will be collected in the future, including
formal student evaluations of sustainability in the
curriculum and co-curriculum, and formal evalua-
tions of involved faculty members.

The final lesson learned is that sustainability
can be most effectively integrated into manage-
ment and business education through a combina-
tion of bottom-up and top-down efforts, as was the
case in this example. To discourage the former can
stifle enthusiasm and innovation that typically oc-
curs at the individual or local team (e.g., SBA)
level. To ignore the latter can result in a random
collection of efforts, with no synergy.

The final lesson learned is that
sustainability can be most effectively
integrated into management and
business education through a
combination of bottom-up and top-down
efforts, as was the case in this example.

The Matrix and Future Research

Thus far, the matrix to integrate sustainability in
management and business education has been
presented as a framework of options and used to
illustrate one business school’s plan to integrate
sustainability across the curriculum and co-
curriculum. Moving forward, the matrix can be
used to begin to ask important questions about
integrating sustainability in management and
business education. Some of these questions in-
clude (1) What is the relative effectiveness of inte-
grating sustainability in management and busi-
ness education by way of curricular, co-curricular,
and both curricular and co-curricular options? (2)
Under what conditions are existing structures most
effective for integrating sustainability in manage-
ment and business education, and under what con-
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ditions is it most effective to create new structures?
(3) Under what conditions is a narrower focus most
effective for integrating sustainability in manage-
ment and business education, and under what con-
ditions is it most effective to use a broader focus?
The problem of how to operationalize sustainabil-
ity measures and outcomes is well-reported in the
literature (e.g., Sammalisto & Lindhqvist, 2008),
and answers to these questions require further de-
velopment of measurement tools.

Likewise, hypotheses can be tested with respect
to various contingencies and demographics of
particular management departments, business
schools, disciplines, programs, courses, faculties,
resources and support, and sustainability philos-
ophies or missions. Some research has sug-
gested that sustainability modules integrated
into discipline-specific courses are “more impor-
tant” in business schools than are stand-alone
courses (Holt, 2003). Other research has pointed
out that in practice, development of stand-alone
sustainability courses tends to be more common
than linking sustainability to a particular field of
study (Beringer et al., 2008). With respect to sus-
tainability in higher education in Atlantic Can-
ada, Beringer et al. (2008) report that the best
performers tend to be “primarily undergraduate”
institutions that are known for their commitment
to high-quality undergraduate education in the
region. While these findings may be limited in
their generalizability, they provide a starting
point for future research.

Additional problems with current research on
sustainability in higher education include weak
linkages between plans and implementation (e.g.,
early adopters with ambitious plans that fail to be
realized), and offerings that focus mainly on the
environmental dimension of sustainability (Sega-
las, Cruz, & Mulder, 2004). Other researchers have
cited lack of administrative commitment to inte-
grating sustainability into higher education, and
limited time and resources (e.g., Lidgren et al.,
2006; Sammalisto & Arvidsson, 2005). Existing data
on integrating sustainability in higher education
may not be conclusive, but the field of research is
evolving, and as it continues to do so, this matrix
can be used to guide future empirical research.
Despite measurement and data constraints, this
matrix can provide a platform from which to
launch discussions on the role of sustainability in
individual departments and across the business
school.

In future studies, there is the potential to ex-
tend the matrix. For example, a future study
can address course-level content and outcomes

measures, perhaps as a third dimension of the
matrix.

CONCLUSION

This paper has drawn from and extended previous
research and recommendations from the literature
in order to develop and present a matrix of options
with respect to integrating sustainability in man-
agement and business education. Contributions of
the matrix include multiple options—including de-
livery and focus considerations—so that users can
make the appropriate choices with respect to inte-
grating sustainability into management and busi-
ness education, given their particular goals,
resources, and environment. Discussion and illus-
trations include major advantages and disadvan-
tages of each option, as well as general sugges-
tions for when to use them.

In particular, this matrix contributes to the lit-
erature by incorporating both curricular and co-
curricular options for integrating sustainability,
and by illustrating how the matrix can be used
with the example of one business school’s expe-
riences in integrating sustainability in the cur-
riculum and co-curriculum, including lessons
learned.

The matrix is flexible. Unlike much of the current
literature, the matrix can be used at the course,
discipline, and cross-disciplinary levels. Users can
move between and among options and can imple-
ment multiple options simultaneously. The matrix
has the potential to focus on all dimensions of
sustainability—environmental, social, and eco-
nomic—rather than focusing only on the environ-
mental dimension. In addition, the matrix provides
a platform for discussion of the role of sustainabil-
ity at discipline, department, and school levels—
with respect to curricular and co-curricular op-
tions—and a framework for future empirical
research on effectiveness of various options with
respect to integrating sustainability in manage-
ment and business education.
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